January 24, 2009 Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society
Welcome
Renton Technical College, Renton, Washington, Rooms H105. We are temporarily
rescheduled (4th instead of 3rd Sat.) & relocated to this room this month and
next month due to scheduling conflicts with the K20x quad. We will be back
in K201-202 starting in March. The adjacent room will be open next month to
give us more room also.
The pre-meeting slide show highlighted the SRS, recent meetings &
presentations, & robots people have brought in. Steve Kaehler opened the
meeting & welcomed everyone. Tom Carroll (writes “Then and Now” for SERVO
Magazine) took notes. About 50 folks attended.
Announcements
If you are not a full member of the SeattleRobotics Yahoo Group you are
missing out on an abundance of information & resources collected by mambers.
There is sample C code, other types of source code, datasheets, design tools,
illustrated meeting notes, schematics, AVR information, interesting projects,
pictures of robots, & many others things. Also, additional pictures not
found here from the meeting are available in the “Photos” area.
Also see http://robotevents.com/ for more robot-related events.
In the coming even months (Feb, April, June, Aug, etc.), starting in
February, there will be open afternoon works sessions in room K-111 (pics
below) until 5PM, so bring your projects & tools to the meetings & hang out
with us for the afternoon. The room is an automotive workshop so you can do
any kind of work (electrical, mechanical, etc.) you want. There are tables &
chairs beyond the cars with power for tools & computers. We will see how the
room works for us & go from there. Here are some pictures:

Show-N-Tell
Cathy Saxton is looking for assistance with tapping into a CANBus
communications device inside her hybrid-electric vehicle so she can monitor
power usage & charging.
Richard Greenway brought in a bunch of “whitebox PCs”. These 700MHz PCs road
around on cement trucks monitoring the mixer & load making sure things were
consistent & correct. They run on 9-18VDC, support GPS, include an I/O
board, a 32-bit Rabbit microcontroller. They are an excellent candidate for
Robo-Magellan robots. He gave all he brought away at the meeting. He has
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more to come to a future meeting or two. He also demonstrated a Wii balance
board controller tied wirelessly to his CD robot.
Randy Carter is looking for assistance with a circuit to measure current
drawn through a load “?” as shown in the picture below. Suggestions

included using a very low-value resistor for “?”, but it would have to be in
the milliohm range in order to be small & cheap. Alternately, there are
Hall-effect current sensors which can be placed near wires or placed inline
that offer large current measurement ranges & resolutions with little or no
voltage drop. And samples can probably obtained for small quantities.
http://www.allegromicro.com
Terry Laraway brought in a “Wall-E” toy robot he recently bought.
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cost about $250 & is highly animated, though not nearly as much as its onscreen counterpart. It makes noises & moves It could provide a great
“hacking” opportunity to one so inclined. They don’t appear to be available
in stores anymore but might be obtained on eBay or from other second-hand
sources.
Gene Elliot brought some magazines to share.
Timber Hall converted an R/C car into a Parallax micro-controlled autonomous
robot. It has a “ping” sensor to measure distance to objects/obstacles.

The RC car can rotate the ultrasonic distance sensor to scan for obstacles.
Team xBot (488) is fundraising by selling Hexbugs (http://www.hexbugs.com).

Barry Shragg is learning about computer vision using OpenCV & a pair of
cameras mounted on a bicycle helmet. His goal is to develop a system that
might be helpful for someone who is blind.
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The helmet-mounted cameras work out to around 45’ or so.
recommends the O’Reilly book on OpenCV.

He also highly

Feature Presentation
Wally Wesson (middle) & Steve Peltekian (L) of the Port of Seattle Bomb
Disposal Unit at Seatac Airport (plus Chandler Wesson (R) who did most of
the driving).

The robot cost about $185,000 new. It is close to the “Andros MK VI-A” by
Remotec. It weigh 425 lbs, runs on 12VDC & 24VDC for up to four hours.
It is a remotely operated vehicle, technically not a robot because it is not
autonomous. It has a 1200 ft. heavy duty fiber optic/power umbilical.
It resides at Seatac Airport but can be transported to wherever it’s needed
in a special truck (see pictures). See the presentation page for his PPT.
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SPAWAR – Bart Everett
http://enterprise.spawar.navy.mil/body.cfm?type=c&category=29&subcat=63
http://www.spawar.navy.mil/robots/land/robart/robart.html
NAVY Robotics, Point Loma, San Diego, CA.
http://www.spawar.navy.mil/robots/
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There are lots more meeting pictures in the “Photos” area on the “SeattleRobotics” Yahoo Group in the
folder named “Monthly Meeting 2009-01-24”.
Conclusion
Mingling & such until lunch...
Lunch
At Plum Delicious (about eight folks came). We continued talking about
robots, electric vehicles & other interesting topics. Come join us.
Google Maps Link:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&geocode=&q=%22plum+delicious%22&jsv=140
g&sll=47.44542,122.251003&sspn=0.010115,0.016887&g=1035+andover+park+east,+tukwila,+wa&ie=UT
F8&latlng=47505309,122175235,3772082561615348393&ei=JhpMSYiXKIzujAO9x8jvDA&cd=1
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area.
Notes recorded by Tom Carroll & edited & submitted by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary@seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society.
All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All
trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2009 SRS. All rights reserved.
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Monthly of the Seattle Robotics Society for March 21, 2009
Steve Kaehler welcomed everyone. About 55 folks came.
Club Business
Next month we have a build session after the regular meeting starting after lunch & running until
5PM or so.
Cathy Saxton - Robothon is going to happen this year! The weekend of October 9-11. Pete
Miles has stepped up to help make this happen but he needs lots of volunteers to make it go.
Cathy will be updating the http://www.Robothon.org website with sign-up screens for you to
pick your jobs & times. We are planning no vendor displays this year because of the complexity
of selling products at the Seattle Center. WiFi may be available on-site, but might also cost
something to access. More information will be provided later.
SRS WorkShop Robot
The first couple weekends of May (5/2 & 5/9) are scheduled to have workshops for the Level 2
robot kit in our regular meeting room(s) K201-202. Visit the SRS homepage & see the sidebar
link for more information. http://www.seattlerobotics.org/WorkshopRobot/index.php
Robothon is coming this fall! Tentatively Oct 9-11. We will be scaling back on vendors. There
might be WiFi available at the SC but it also might not be free. Please consider volunteering to
help with planning & at the event. See http://www.Robothon.org for more information.
S.M.A.R.T. – Seattle Mindstorms And Robot Techies
First LEGO League competition will be in December. See http://www.usfirstwa.org.
Show-n-Tell
Tom Dean showed us his new robot.
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Dave showed us a robot from China.
Andrew showed us his electric scooter. It uses LiFePO4 (pronounced: “Lithium Ferro
Phosphate) batteries which are lighter (but more expensive) than lead-acid. They run $300 for a
48V pack. The scooter will go up to 14 miles at nearly 25 mph.
See Electric Vehicle forums for more information.
Google Search: http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&ei=13z7SZ_dAqbyswOwNXnAQ&sa=X&oi=spell&resnum=1&ct=result&cd=1&q=Lithium+Ferro+Phosphate+battery
&spell=1

Bob demonstrated a theremin, an instrument that senses capacitive coupling to one's hands &
body & responds with varying acoustic effects. The one he showed us was from a PAIA
Electronics kit. These are popular at Sci-Fi events like NorwestCON.
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=theremin&aq=0&oq=theremin
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Cathy showed off a cool controller & OLED display that she is using for her EV status monitor.
She is planning to put it in her RAV-4 electric vehicle. The display is available from SparkFUN
(http://www.sparkfun.com) for about $35.
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Joe demonstrated a 6 DOF accelerometer/gyro board from SparkFUN on his laptop. He is
working on a wearable see-through-display (next page).

Tom – See Twitter for F.I.R.S.T. contest results
Presentation – The Raven Project – Professor Bruce Hemingway
The feature presentation was "The Raven Project" by Professor Bruce Hemingway. He was
assisted by Brian Mayton (from Intel Research) & Anthony Low (student; not pictured).

The basic controller was the SuperBIRD, a sophisticated multi-functional microcontroller.
Brian talked about the capacitive proximity sensing system (which he designed) used by the IRS
robotic arm & also discussed by Joshua Smith some month’s ago.
Bruce’s webpage: http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/bruceh/
Embedded Systems class: http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse466/09wi/
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Conclusion
Mingling & such...
We had lunch at Plum Delicious.
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area.
Notes recorded by Tom Dean & edited by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary@seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics Society. All
content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks,
service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2009 SRS. All rights reserved.

Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for April 18, 2009
Welcome
Steve Kaehler welcomed about 60 folks who came to the meeting.
Club Business
Next month there will be another “robot build session” in the afternoon following the
meeting. Please bring your projects to work on in K-111. We will probably have pizza
delivered or something like this so that we can get right to work after the meeting rather
than wandering off to a restaurant & then coming back afterwards. Bring a few bucks to
chip in for lunch if you want to partake or bring your own. Details will be formalized at
next month’s meeting. See the SRS homepage for announcement details.
Announcements
Cathy S. - Robothon is apparently on track for October 10-11 weekend with an evening
hack/get-together on Friday night upstairs in one of the conference rooms at the
Centerhouse. Please consider volunteering to help organize thing ahead of time & help
out at the event. It takes many helping hands to make an event like this successful. The
Robothon website will soon have a place to sign up for activities that need people
including moving in/out, transporting & setting up contest arenas, signs, judging contests,
front desk/welcome, t-shirt & raffle ticket sales, etc. See http://www.robothon.org for
details.
Jim K. - SRS Workshop Robot sessions are coming May 2nd & May 9th (Saturdays,
probably in K-201/202). http://www.seattlerobotics.org/WorkshopRobot/workshops.php
Show-Tell
Tom D. – Showed us a new robot he has been working on.
Dave – Showed us a Chinese robot he found.
Gary T. – Showed us some old desktop robots that he made long ago.
Richard G. – Showed us a little controller he’s been playing with.
This is an interesting website where people do extraordinary things: Hackerbot Labs http://www.hackerbotlabs.com/
Q&A
The questions was asked as to how to contain dust & dirt when one wants to do sanding/
drilling/grinding in an apartment or other place where there isn’t a regular workshop.
Suggestions included creating a closed of sorts from a plastic bin with a hinged or
removable lid with a couple holes punched in the side so you can stick you hands in to
work. Parts are contained, dust & dirt spreading minimized, & it’s easy to put away
when it comes time to clear off the dining room table for dinner.
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Someone asked about TechShop (http://techshop.ws), a cool concept of providing a fullequipped manufacturing workshop for small fabrication businesses or individuals who
need occasional access to expensive equipment, but would rather rent than own it. A
couple fellows presented the idea at one of our meetings a while back & had plans to
open a Seattle area shop, but this apparently didn’t happen or at least hasn’t happened
yet.
Presentation – Neurobotics - Professor Yoky Matsuoka, CS professor at the UW.
Website: http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/yoky/
Neurobotics – the technology of joining robotics directly to the human nervous system.

The Neurobotics Laboratory at the UW is interested in using and developing robotic
technology as a way to understand, rehabilitate, assist, and enhance human motor control
and learning capabilities. Our primary target population is individuals with strokes,
spinal cord injuries, traumatic brain injuries, amputees, and other injuries that inhibit
daily activities. We also target sports medicine, military, and entertainment applications.
Engineering for the Human Experience
“YokyWorks (http://www.yokyworks.org) is a community of engineers and other
professionals joined in a collaborative venture to enhance lives through simple
engineering solutions.”
“At the same time, it is a place of inspiration for women and men of all ages to engage in
the pursuit of lifelong learning and opportunity.”
“The sounds of this factory are the sounds of minds tinkering with innovative ways of
improving the human condition and sharing a collective experience of engineering for the
enhancement of individual lives.”
Topics discussed during the presentation
Nerve innervation - http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=nerve+innervation&btnG=Search
iLimb - http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=ilimb
Cyberkinetics - http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=cyberkinetics
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A.C.T. – Anatomically Correct Testbed
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=anatomically+correct+testbed

Replace nylon with spectra (nylon is more like tendons)
Conclusion
Mingling & such until lunch...
Lunch
Some folks went to lunch at Plum Delicious (http://plumdelicious.net/) & then returned
for the workshop.
Robot Work Session
About ten folks showed up to work on their projects.
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May 16, 2009 Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society
INTRODUCTION
Robot building workshop after every even month – directions to K-111 (south of
K201/202 & downstairs). Okay to park in faculty parking lot on south side of K1
building. South door on to K-111 will be open.
CLUB BUSINESS
Robothon – October 10-11 www.robothon.org
Friday eve hack session (upstairs in conf. room at CenterHouse)
Saturday –Autonomous robot events
Sunday – W.A.R. (combat robots) events
Mini coaching session on Robothon competition after next month’s meeting
Workshop robot class – (SRS homepage sidebar link)
Level II cancelled due to lack of participation (need at least 5 people
signed up).
Plan: Both series to be run in the fall
Monthly swap meets encouraged. Bring stuff to each meeting if you want.
After July meeting - major swap event in the parking lot. Bring a few “teasers” in
to show.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Toorcamp – sessions on software and hardware – www.toorcamp.org
ROUND THE ROOM
Allan – Kalman filter demo for robot statistical localization.
Terry – Robo Remote Control (~$20) for Robo Sapien, Robo Raptor, etc. Downloadable
tools
Mike – MDF-based RepRap
Doug – 1000 led’s on the surface of a 3 inch (or so) ball. How to connect, how to
control. Decided to simplify to 12-sided object within the ball. PSOC Controller.
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PRESENTATION
FIRST Competition Robot Demo -

www.usfirst.org

www.firstwa.org

Basic Objective – place open spheres in trailers towed by the opposing teams’ robots by:
Using robots
Throwing spheres from side lines
Team “Bear Metal” from Tahoma High Scholl gave explanation & demonstration of their
robot. They built two so they’d have one to experiment with after shipping the contest
robot.
http://www.thebluealliance.net/tbatv/team/2046
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/south_king/cmv/lifestyle/44746967.html
http://tshs.tahoma.wednet.edu/sites/robotics/?page=AboutFirst
CONCLUSION
LUNCH
Some folks went to lunch at Plum Delicious (http://plumdelicious.net/) & then returned
for the workshop.
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for June 20, 2009
INTRODUCTION
Robot building workshop every even month – directions on SRS website.
Robothon – October 10-11
Friday evening hack session
Saturday –Autonomous events
Sunday – W.A.R. (combat robots) events
Mini coaching session on Robothon competition after next month’s
meeting
See http://www.robothon.org for more info
Workshop robot class
Both series to be run in the fall
Watch http://www.seattlerobotics.org/WorkshopRoboti/Index.php for
details
Monthly swaps encouraged. Bring stuff along, but take it with you.
July meeting will be major swap event in the parking lot after regular meeting
Lego League Competition coming up this fall (http://www.firstwa.org)
Electric Car Festival – June 27th
http://www.phinneywood.com/2009/06/27/thousands-pack-greenwood-for-car-show-2/
Toor Camp – Eastern WA – July 2nd to 5th (http://www.toorcamp.org/)
People doing insane things with electricity – 402 9th Ave – Media Arts Center
http://dorkbot.org/dorkbotsea/events/pdstwe4/
ROUND THE ROOM
Randy – selling an Armatron robotic arm (joystick controlled).
Here’s a hack for making one of these “steam powered”!
http://www.crabfu.com/steamtoys/steam_armatron/
Trevor Taylor – X80 – from Doctor Robots in Canada
PDA controlled robot, Video Cam on Board, 3 UltraSonic sensors which
feed back to PDA, 2 IR sensors at sides
http://www.drrobot.com/products_item.asp?itemNumber=X80
Jim K.– 2 commercial kits from Inex Global
Robo Pica – track based line follower
MicomCar – line following robot
http://www.inexglobal.com/
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Mike Payson – RepRap in process (http://reprap.org/)
Gene E. – Electric Car for his grand-daughter
Camera battery powered mini – vintage design
Wahid T. – Rep Strap Model (http://reprap.org/)
Jim Wright – Gets odd and interesting requests occasionally, should he forward,
Yes! Someone wants a real “BumbleBee” Transformer robot
Doug B. – Working on his dynamic animated light ball for Dorkbot.
Pentagonal PCB design for one segment of the ball
12 pcb make up the ball = 900 LEDs
Ron Lake – 5 legged walker kit designed by Ryan Ristort
(http://www.rybots.com)
Boe Bot with track modification
PRESENTATION
Cathy Saxton – RAV4-EV Digital Monitoring System
Car has 24 12-Volt Ni-MH battery pack
But only comes with basic (simple) analog gauges
Cathy wanted more information (available but “hidden”)
Charge State
Watt-hours per mile
Projected range
Energy usage
Etc.
Decided to “Snoop” the RAV4 communications system
Designed a circuit to decode Toyota’s communication bus
Researched the protocol on the Internet, but found out that Toyota’s protocols are
different
MCU used is ATMega 644
Protocol is 9600 baud, low start bit, 8 data bits, LSB first, high stop bit,
all = standard UART communication
Started to analyze “snooped” bytes. Received a hint from a friend to a Swedish
implementation based on ISO 14230 Keyword Protocol
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Bases her “snoop” circuit on an ATMEGA128 “MAVRIC” Board
Display is an OLED board (color LCD screen) with another ATmega644
processor. Had to create her own fonts in Photoshop.
For power regulation, Cathy compared linear to switching regulators. Switching
regulators are great for high current requirements, but bad for low current
draw applications due to high quiescent current requirements. She settled
on an economical linear regulator.
Looked at SD cards and ZigBee wireless, but found out about high licensing fees.
Fortunately specific application boards are available for reasonable prices
that incorporated the desired features.
For software, data requirements are:
Amps
Speed
Battery voltage
Battery temperature
Designed PCB in Eagle, purchased boards from Gold Phoenix pcb.
Resources:
www.idleloop.com/robotics/RAV4-EView
The Essence of Analog Electronic, Colin Lunn
www.linear.com/designtools/software/ - LTspice
www.cadsoftusa.com
www.GoldPhoenixpcb.biz
www.polycase.com
www.DigiKey.com
www.SparkFun.com
CONCLUSION
Mingling & such...+ordering lunch for those hanging for the afternoon session...
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Meeting pictures (not in any particular order)
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Afternoon Robot Hack Session in K-111 (Including PIZZA LUNCH)
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Monthly SRS Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for July 18, 2009
INTRODUCTION
Welcomed everyone to the meeting (about 45 folks this month)
Afternoon workshop next month after the regular meeting – August 15
Robothon
October (9), 10,11 – Friday evening: Hack session, Sat-Sun: Robothon event
Volunteers needed for Friday afternoon move-in and Sunday evening take
down/clean up
Stuff is stored in a rental shed in Renton
Lots of other tasks need volunteers too
Volunteer signup page will be up soon on www.Robothon.org
Upcoming presentations – we have presentations scheduled for Sept-Jan
Next month will be Richard Greenway & Mike Payson doing a surface mount soldering
(SMS) demonstration
Swap meet after today’s meeting
They shall Walk – Open Lab Tour, Thursday 7/30 www.TheyShallWalk.org

ROUND THE ROOM
Jim Wright – Attended the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(www.IJCAI.org) meeting in Pasadena CA
Citizen Roboticists interacting with Academia.
Stanford Robot Challenge – Enter 10 offices, find an orange 110VAC plug and
plug in.
Trevor
Bluetooth Controlled Robot
Serial Controlled Robot – Stinger
www.roboticsconnection.com/p-73-stinger-robot-kit.aspx
E Box – PC in a small box - www.compactpc.com.tw/ebox-4300.htm
Cost for Stinger plus an E box = $600
Terry
Found a mostly intact, practically unused Lego NXT robot kit for $15 at
Goodwill. You just never know what you might find at a thrift store.

Gene
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Still working on mini Car for his granddaughter.
Working on a model version as a robot.
Ron
Used to work for DARPA (www.darpa.mil/). He says they are open to idea
submissions for useful technology development.
Stewart
Discussed problems of Academia in solving challenges. Has seen a good
representation of robots at Robo Cup.
Mike Payson
Recommends a web site called www.dealextreme.com
Found a 2300 mah battery for his cell phone for $11 including shipping.
Steve
Using AirShare Wireless Modem (made by National Semiconductor; someone
brought them to a previous SRS swap meet). Trying to use them for wireless
control/monitoring of his SRS Workshop robot via the ARC serial port.
Having problems with noise & interference between the modems & the robot’s
motors. The serial link works fine until the motors are started, then the
communication gets garbled. Steve asked for help from the club members.
From the group: Suggestions included (1) switching the motor power source
from the 5V regulator on the ARC board directly to the battery. This is done by
moving a jumper on the ARC board (easy). Another suggestion was to (2) add
snap-on chokes around the motor power wires as close to the motors as possible.
This has also been done using units from Radio Shack (black cylindrical objects
in the photo). Another suggestion was to (3) add 0.1uF capacitors across the
motor terminals & from each terminal to the motor case. This was also done.
Finally it was suggested to (4) connect the motor cases together & to the negative
side of the battery. All these suggestions seem to be working as the robot now
seems to be controllable with clear terminal commands getting through & data
coming back. Now I can move on to the more interesting stuff.
Opened the floor for other technical questions.
Adjourned the meeting.
CONCLUSION
Mingling & such…
Swap Meet in the meeting room & the parking lot.
Lunch at Plum Delicious on Sunset Blvd.
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MEETING PICTURES (ROUGH CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)
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August 15, 2009 Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to about 45 folks.
Robothon 10/9 (hack session), 10/10 (Autonomous), 10/11 (Combat)
Saturday & Sunday 10 until 5 pm
Event list available at www.Robothon.org
Presentations wanted for next year (talk to Steve K.)
Robot building session after today’s meeting (~1-5pm w/lunch)
ROUND THE ROOM
Jim & Richard
AVR programming tools, STK500 & AVR Dragon
www.aplomb.nl/TechStuff/Dragon/Dragon.html
Tom
Further progress on his robot
Broken Workshop Robot
Eric
Pallet full of touch panel displays for sale or trade?
Will discuss hacking on Monday Night Chats
400 to 500 sheets of 6mm HDPE to give away
Tom & Cathy
Conference toys (high-tech badges that can be hacked)
Wahid
RepStrap progress update
Arduino Brain
Java Programming
Travel - 8” on X Axis, about 4” in Y Axis, 3 to 4 inches in Z
Will present with Lou Amadio at October SRS meeting
reprap.org/bin/view/Main/RepStrap
Lloyd – Coroware – www.coroware.com
New Explorer Robot
Aimed at University projects
Articulated wheel drive
Drives on railroad tracks
Video Camera with pan and tilt
IR or UltraSonic Sensors available
5 inch wheels, 24 inches square, about 20 pounds
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Wheel Encoders
Embedded Linux or Windows, MS Robotics Studio
4 to 6 hour battery life
Priced from $7,000 to $12,000 depending upon features
Kimber
Robot based on a Traxis Revo RC truck
Building towards an electric/hybrid car
Looking for help with Hall Effect Sensor circuit (noisy)
www.traxxas.com/
Doug
LED array board showing tab routing
Each individual board is a 5 x 15 array
Now using a 100 pin processor allowing simpler multiplexing method
900 LED array, Full Charlie-plexing uses 35 mcu lines, Half Charlie-plexing uses
45 pins, but allows, each LED to be a light sensor-one of Doug’s objectives
www.google.com/#hl=en&source=hp&q=charlieplexing&aq=0&aqi=g6gs1g2&oq=charliepl&fp=d9ca629f83f82f8a

PRESENTATION
Richard Greenway – http://www.fenchurch.org
Surface Mount Technology (SMT) Soldering
Concepts:
Don’t be scared, use good lighting, better tools make it easier,
Why:
√ Greater part density
√ Larger part selection
√ Less pcb drilling for home made boards
√ Better RF and EMI
Tools needed:
√ Tweezers
√ Liquid Flux
√ Solder Wick
√ Rosin Core Solder
√ Soldering Iron
√ Magnifying tool
Nice tool to have:
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√
√
√
√
√

Hot air gun
Electric skillet/griddle
Stereo Zoom Microscope
Soldering tweezers
Solder Paste

Easy to solder:
“1206” type parts
Harder to solder:
“0805”, “0603”, “TQFP”, “TSSOP”, switches
Really hard:
“0402”, “TQFP”, “TSSOP”, “QFN”
Methods:
1. Soldering Iron
2. Drag Soldering (lots of flux)
3. Griddle
4. hot air
Tools Richard Uses:
√ Hakko Soldering Iron with .5mm and 2 mm tips (Frys, eBay) set at 600 Deg. F
√ 15mil and 25mil solder( Digikey KE1110), RMA Flux (Digikey KE1803), Solder
Wick(Digikey 473-1061), Tweezers (DealExtreme.com)
√ Drag soldering demo
√ Hot Plate Method
Hot Plate from Wall Mart plus Needle Paste from Zephtronics
http://www.zeph.com/zephpaste.htm
Cover part with tape (scotch) expose outer 2/3 of pad using sharp knife, smear solder
paste over exposed area, peel tape away, place part, bake on hot plate until solder melts,
turn off hot plate to cool
Example links
Visit YouTube – look for “soldering”
Source links
√ www.digikey.com
√ www.dealextreme.com
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√
√
√
√
√
√
√

www.zeph.com
www.pcb-pool.com
www.ebay.com
http://stores.shop.ebay.com/Precision-World
http://circuitspecialists.com
www.4pcb.com
www.smtstencil.com

CONCLUSION
Mingling
ROBOT WORK SESSION IN K111
About two dozen folks showed up.
Lunch
Much fun working on hardware & software
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SMT Soldering Demonstration

This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area.
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & edited by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary@seattlerobotics.org
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics
Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this
site. All trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2009 SRS. All rights
reserved.
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Monthly Meeting Notes for September 19, 2009 Seattle Robotics Meeting
INTRODUCTION
Robothon 10/9 (hack session), 10 (Autonomous), 11 (Combat) 10 until 5 pm
Event list

ROUND THE ROOM
Steve K. - Bend Sensor – www.flexpoint.com
Richard – Really tiny RS232–to–TTL signal level shifter. Fits in 9-pin connector
shell.
Xandon – LED array using project board from last meeting – 5 x 25 array using
multiplexing (see pictures).
Barry - Dual webcams ? 9000 pro, $79, intent is to use stereo vision to guide a
robot (see pictures).
Gordon – Looking for a UML (Universal Modeling Language) interest group.
Pete M. – Giving lots of cool stuff away.
Kyle – Wants to build a device to process an image and output it to a display.
Nate – www.robotworkshop.angelfire.com
Allen
Donald – Armitron and Armitron on wheels – built an interface box to run it with
a computer. CMU cam? Boe Bot PCB’s.

PRESENTATION
Missing Monty / Will have him come next year.
CONCLUSION
Early Mingling
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for October 17, 2009
INTRODUCTION
CLUB BUSINESS
• Robothon 09 was a success, thanks to the committee, want to get involved? Talk to John
McGivor after meeting or send email to links at www.Robothon.org.
• Robothon Tee shirts still available for $20.
• SRS meetings subject to cancellation for weather, flooding, etc. Always check at
www.SeattleRobotics.org prior to meeting for the latest news.
• Robor building session after meeting (even months) downstairs in K-111. Lunch
supplied as required by Jimmy John’s at the workshop. Other choices around the area.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RTC Group Doubletree Hotel by Seatac Airport. Exhibition 10/29 www.RTECC.com
embedded and real time operating systems.
ROUND THE ROOM
Bob -- Zipit. Texting system in very compact form which runs on Linux with a custom
interface. Can be reflashed with real Linux to all run games, access a WiFi network, etc.
Processor can be set up as USB host. Custom connector on back. Pinout can be found in
Instructables on web. Available on Amazon and from manufacturer for $50. 8 Mbyte of
Flash, up to 6 Gbyte memory on Micro SD card. See www.hackaday.com for more info on
using this device.
Steve K. Shared about his early (high school) robotic efforts. Built a rather large robot in
high school that used simple TTL logic to switch rather over-sized motors from forward to
reverse to avoid obstacles. Used Herbach & Rademan wheel chair motors, Radar Electric
store for Microswitches & other components, hardware store aluminum angle, etc.
Jim K. -- Workshop Robot level I in November. See Workshop Robot link on SRS
homepage for details.
Jason -- Generating interest in our SRS meeting.
a. Raffle - $1 per ticket for donated prizes, winner brings project to a future meeting.
b. Membership drive representative
c. Contests – prizes for most innovative robot at meeting, etc.
d. YouTube Video of meeting.
e. Broadcast the idea that we are about more than Robots – RepRap, etc.
f. “How to...” sessions on WebSite
g. SRS Blog
h. Cross Links to our member’s websites
Barry – Looking at capacitive sensor arrays, good for metallic objects, bad for wood, rocks,
etc. Check http://www.freescale.com for a seven-channel capciflector chip.
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PRESENTATION
REP RAP (www.reprap.org), Lou Amadio & Wahid Tanner, 3D Printing Replicating Rapid
Prototyper
Lou, started about 1.5 years ago. Still working on getting his machine up & running.
Why build a 3D printer? Robot prototypes, pieces of robots, toys, build at home.
Recycle old plastic.
Types of Hardware.
Cartesian. Head moves over stationary table which moves in vertical axis or table moves
under stationary head which moves in vertical axis.
Hopper. Stereo lithography process.
Hopper materials
1. Sugar & Hot Air
2. Dextrose & Water
3. Concrete & Water
4. Resin & binder.
5. UV Cured Plastic
Cartesian Robot
1. Uses plastic in a flexible cord
2. Extruding head
a. Has a melting chamber with an extruding orifice (.020” dia.). Force cold plastic
in to force hot plastic out.
b. Cold plastic forced in by either screw or feed rollers.
c. Screw wears and applies torque to feed stock and works poorly.
d. Feed rollers need significant torque to drive plastic.
3. Rep Rap is supposed to recreate about 60% of itself. You need a RepRap to create a Rep
Rap! The RepStrap is made of other materials like pipe, extruded aluminum, etc. as a
base for further prototyping.
4. Electronics & motors available from RepRap.org.
5. Other parts available from hardware stores, etc.
6. Wahid’s system
a. Iron pipe base frame. Aluminum rail. Fixed skate bearing applied to one side of
each rail and spring loaded bearings to other side.
b. 8 x 8 x 8 extruding size.
c. Pinch roll extruder.
d. Acorn Nut with .020 hole extruder head threads onto Teflon barrel.
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e. Nichrome wire heater.
7. Lou’s system
a. 8020 extruded aluminum rail frame used for both frame and slide rails.
b. About 10 x 10 x 10 extruding size.
c. Pinch roll extruder.
8. Extruding Materials
a. HDPE
b. ABS
9. Challenges
a. Heat Management.
b. Torque.
c. Position Control.
d. Homing.
e. Firmware size.
10. Software
a. Idea to Design – Sketchup, Art of illusion, Blender, Autocad.
b. Design to G Code – Skeinforge.
(http://www.skeinforge.com/)
c. GCode tp Printer – Replicat.org.
(http://replicat.org/)
d. GCode Interpreter – RepRap firmware.
11. Model Design Requirements
a. Close loops.
b. Eliminate overhangs – can have 45 Degree overhang.
c. Watch for thin areas.
d. Position large flat areas against support table.
12. Community resources
a. Open Source Hardware.
b. Commercial Hardware.
c. RepRap
d. MakerBot
(http://www.makerbot.com/)
e. Thingiverse (http://www.thingiverse.com/)
f. Crowd Sourcing – MakerBot pioneered distributed manufacturing.
g. 8020.net
(http://8020.net/)
h. VMWare
(http://www.vmware.com/)
CONCLUSION
Mingling
LUNCH
Jimmy Johns Sandwiches were ordered + salad & drinks & dessert
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AFTERNOON WORK SESSION
K-111 from about 1 PM until 5 PM.

Pictures from the meeting (& the Internet; of Zipit)
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for November 21, 2009
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Notes for the December 19, 2009 Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society
Club Business
Build your bot this afternoon (1-5 PM in K-111)
Lunch (sandwiches) from Jimmy John’s, pop, salad, goodies baked by Steve’s wife!
Upcoming Events
Passed magazines around the room (website links below)
Round the room
Mike P.
- ATMEGA16U4
- SEEED DEPOT- seedstudio.com - 5 CM SQ PCB , Qty 5, $30 tinyurl.com/pcbfusion
Bob - Servo controlled “flipping” robot (see pics below)
Pat – Cool stuff to give away
Terry - DVD burner - GOOGLE search for Irific
Gene – 2 robots (see pics below)
1. Vex evolution under radio control. Robot receives Vex control signals, separates
them with a splitter to drive motors. No MCU required.
2. Mini-Sumo.
Michael Wahid – Flip video camera (camcorder) about 1000 x 800 resolution – 2 hours of video - $230
at BestBuy (http://www.BestBuy.com) – USB communication and charging. (see pics)
Mark
1. Manufacturing (for eventual sale) a line of strong chassis. (Kenworthy Machine in
Duvall)
2. Just Chassis for now.
3. 4 gearhead motors, 2 bumper modules.
(See pics below)
Chris - Metra (metracreatespace.com) 623A Broadway E, Seattle 12 pm to 12 am 7 days per
week
Jim - FIRST regionals – not to be missed. http://www.usfirst.org
Feature Presentation
Robotic Vehicles can Help Stop Global Warming by Tyler Folsom, tfolsom@cogneta.com
Objective – get you to work at 1000 miles per gallon.
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Americans get to work primarily by driving (88%)
DARPA Grand Challenge: Drive a car in the desert or in traffic autonomously.
Task accomplished in 2007. Won’t be commercial soon due to regulations and technology
limitations.
Now trying to achieve 1000 mpg in a Hybrid Personal Vehicle. On a thruway with no
intersections or stop signs moving at a constant 25 mph. Also assumes no spacing between
vehicles which requires robotic sensors. 3 to 4’ lanes. Over 10000 people per hour.
Probably 5 years before stage 2 technology is available and robust.
Most of this information is available on http://www.cogneta.com
Conclusion (noon)
Mingling
Break for Lunch & Afternoon Work Session in K-111 from 1-5 PM
Website links for magazines passed around the room...
APC Currents Magazine
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Boeing Frontiers Magazine
Design New Trend Watch
ECN Magazine
Electronic Design Magazine
Electronic Design News
Electronic Products Magazine
GPS World Magazine
GSA Mart Product Magazine
Information Week
Magnetics Magazine
Nuts & Volts
RTC Group COTS Journal
RTC Group RTC Magazine
Science News Magazine
SERVO Magazine
Signal Transformer Catalog

APC.com
AviationWeek.com/awst
Boeing.com/news/frontiers
DesignNews.com
ECNMag.com
ElectronicDesign.com
EDN.com
ElectronicProducts.com
GPSWorld.com
GSAMart.com
InformationWeek.com
MagneticsMagazine.com
NutsVolts.com
RTCGroup.com - COTSJournalOnline.com
RTCMagazine.com
ScienceNews.org
SERVOMagazine.com
SignalTransformer.com
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